<ZALD1704> Zaldívar Serrano, Ernesto
"Máquina Canceladora Internacional Modelo HD2 Utilizada en Cuba"
"International Cancelling Machine Model HD2 Utilized in Cuba"
Overview of the use of the International Cancelling Machine Model HD2 in Cuba and discussion of various examples of slogan cancellations applied by these machines focusing on similarities and differences. This is a follow-up to <MUGU1607>.

<ZALD1710> Zaldívar Serrano, Ernesto
"Visit Cardenas and Its Varadero Beach" — "Visite Cárdenas y su Playa de Varadero"
Discussion of the slogan cancel in the title of the article and comparison of its characteristics with other Cuban slogan cancels supposedly applied by International Machines, reaching the conclusion that this slogan cancel was probably applied by hand using a cancelling device fabricated locally in the town of Cárdenas to promote its Varadero Beach.

<ZALD1804> Zaldívar Serrano, Ernesto
"Our Port Has a Free Trade Zone. Ten Years Later"
"Nuestro puerto tiene Zona Franca. Diez años después"
Report of the discovery of a slogan labeled as No.17 by Littrell in <LITT1207> on a Scott 396 loose used stamp ten years after the slogan's period of use. The article also contains Editor's notes showing examples on cover of Littrell's Type No.16 slogan, a precursor of the Type No.17 slogan which is much rarer used on covers during 1935.

<ZALD1810> Zaldívar Serrano, Ernesto
"FT. PIERCE & KEY WEST R.P.O. Cancellations on Cuban Stamps"
"Matasellos FT. PIERCE & KEY WEST R.P.O. en Sellos Cubanos"
JCP, Vol.9, No.4, Issue 34, Oct-Dec 2018, pp.1,3-7 (6), ill., Eng. & Span.

<ZAPA9400> Zapata, José M.
Comunicaciones Postales de la Isla de Cuba, 1894  (Postal Communications of the Island of Cuba, 1894)
Map in the Map Division of the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

<ZEND73mm> Zéndegui, Guillermo de
"First Mail to the New World"
See <ZEND7903> and <ZEND8001> for reprints.  Also see <ZEND7903> for Spanish translation.

<ZEND7903> Zéndegui, Guillermo de
"Los primeros Correos del Nuevo Mundo"
"The Early Mails of the New World"

<ZEND8001> Zéndegui, Guillermo de
"First Mail to the New World"
Spain, Vol.12, No.1, Jan 1980, pp.5-14 (10), ill.  Reprint of <ZEND73mm> or English portion <ZEND7903>.

<ZINS5000> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne
Only two Cuban souvenir sheets are described in this work, the souvenir sheet issued on 28 November 1940 to commemorate the Postage Stamp Centenary (Scott C33, Edifil 343) and the souvenir sheet issued 28 October
1940 to commemorate the centenary of the publication of the first Cuban medical journal "Repertori Médico Habanero" by Dr. Nicolás J. Gutiérrez (Scott 365a, Edifil 341). Detailed descriptions of both sheets are provided.

**<ZINS5106> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne**
"The Encyclopedia for Collectors of Souvenir Sheets: Cuba, Type SPAP 1, Year 1948 P"
*SPAJ, Vol.xx, No.y, Jun 1951, p.528, ill.*
Illustration and description of the souvenir sheet issued 22 May 1948, which was produced by overprinting the 1940 Postage Centenary souvenir sheet, to honor the American Air Mail Society Convention held in Havana 21-23 May 1948 (Scott C39, Edifil 400).

**<ZINS5304> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne**
"The Encyclopedia for Collectors of Souvenir Sheets: Cuba, Type A P28/30, #C47-49, Year 1951-C"
*SPAJ, Vol.15, No.8, April 1953, pp.411-412, ill.*
Illustration and description of the souvenir sheet issued 22 November 1951 to honor Antonio Guiteras Holmes (Scott C49a and C49b, Edifil 470-471).

**<ZINS5600> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne**
*Souvenir Sheets of the World. A Supplement to the First Volume Continuing the Listing Thru 1950.*
Cuba on p.22. See <ZINS5000> for issues through 1940.
This supplement only includes one Cuban souvenir sheet which was already described in <ZINS5106>.

**<ZINS5807> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne**
"The Encyclopedia for Collectors of Souvenir Sheets"
Illustration and description of the souvenir sheet issued 13 November 1955 in honor of the "Centenary" International Philatelic Exhibition of Havana known as CUPEX on the centenary of the placement in circulation of the first Cuban postage stamps in 1855 (Scott C126a, Edifil 636).

**<ZINS6002> Zinsmeister, Marian Carne**
"The Encyclopedia for Collectors of Souvenir Sheets"
*SPAJ, Vol.22, No.6, February 1960, p.279, ill.*
Illustration and description of the souvenir sheet issued 8 September 1956 to honor the Madonna, Patroness of Cuba "Nuestra Señora de la Caridad del Cobre" (Scott C149a, Edifil 673).

**<ZWIS6700> Perry F. Zwisler (editor)**
Ellington-Zwisler Rocket Mail Catalog
Co-editor: Ellington, Jesse T. (also listed as <ELLI6700>).
A second edition was published in 1973 [need publication information].